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1. INTRODUCTION 
By an “extraspecial tower” we mean a group G with a series of normal 
subgroups G = NO > N, > N, > .. . such that N,/N,+ , is extraspecial and 
Ni+, is contained in the derived group of Ni for each i. It is the construc- 
tion of such groups which is the primary objective of this paper. 
The following example sparked our interest in this problem. Let Q and 
E be (respectively) the quaternion group of order 8 and the nonabelian 
group of order 27 and exponent 3. Let Q” be the central product of n 
copies of Q and let E” be the central product of n copies of E, so that Q” 
and E” are extraspecial groups of orders 22”f’ and 3”‘+‘, respectively. The 
group GL,(F,), itself a semidirect product S, K Q (where S3 is the 
symmetric group of degree 3) can be embedded in the automorphism 
group of E. The semidirect product (S, DC Q) K E embeds in Aut(Q3), and 
the semidirect product ((S, K Q) K E) K Q3 embeds in the automorphism 
group of E4. It is natural to ask whether this can be continued indefinitely. 
In fact it can be, but the extraspecial groups start to increase rapidly in 
size: the next two are Q”’ and E280. 
The inductive process we use to construct the groups proceeds as 
follows. Let p,- , and p, be primes, and assume that Gi is a semidirect 
product G; _ 1 K Ei _ 1 , where Ei _ 1 is an extraspecial p,-,-group. An 
extraspecial pi-group Ei is chosen so that Eip I acts faithfully on the central 
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quotient Vi = E,/Z(E,), regarded as a vector space over a field of charac- 
teristic pi. We then embed Gi in a group Ai of automorphisms of Ei, so 
that we may form the semidirect product Gi+, = G,K Ei and repeat the 
process. This embedding is accomplished by extending the representation 
of Ei- , on Vi to a representation of Ai- r K Ei-, . 
The towers which are of most interest to us are ones which are minimal, 
in the sense that at each stage the Ei- ,-module Vi is either irreducible, or 
as close to irreducible as possible. Without this requirement there would be 
no particular difficulty in constructing extraspecial towers. 
The groups Ai which arise in the construction are either symplectic or 
unitary groups; the representations of the Ai K Ei are the so-called “Weil 
representations,” which have been investigated by many authors. In our 
treatment, which is most influenced by Ward [S, 93 and Gerardin [Z], we 
give explicit splittings of the factor set which arises in the construction of 
the Weil representations, including a determination of the correct sign. 
We thank the referee for several helpful comments. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF EXTRASPECIAL GROUPS 
In this section we introduce some notation and state, without proof, 
some basic properties of extraspecial groups. Proofs can be found in 
Gorenstein [ 51, for instance. 
A finite group P of p-power order, where p is a prime, is said to be 
extraspecial if P’ (the derived group), Z(P) (the centre), and @(P) (the 
Frattini subgroup) all have order p. All extraspecial groups are central 
products of extraspecial groups of order p3, and for each prime p there are 
two isomorphism classes of extraspecial groups of order p3. For p = 2 they 
are represented by the quaternion group Q and the dihedral group D. For 
p # 2 they are represented by a group E of exponent p and a group M of 
exponent p*. Every extraspecial group has order pzn+ ’ for some integer n, 
and is isomorphic to precisely one of the central products D” or D”- ‘Q 
(if p = 2), or E” or En-‘A4 (if p # 2). In this paper we will consider 
extraspecial towers constructed from the first three of these four types of 
extraspecial groups. 
Let V be a vector space over a field K. In this section we assume that 
K = F, is a prime field. Let f: V x V --t K be a bilinear form, and let f’ be 
the form defined by (x, y) ~f(y, x). Assume that f-f' is nondegenerate; 
since f-f’ is alternating, this implies that dim, V is even. Furthermore, 
the set E(f) = V x K becomes a group if multiplication is defined by 
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for all x,, x2 E V and zi, z2 E K. Observe that (0,O) is the identity element, 
(x, z),‘= (jx,jz+ (1/2)j(j- l)f(x, x)) for all integersj, and 
(-~I, z1)-’ (x2, z2)-’ (x,, z,)cQr z,)=(O, (f-f’)(x,, x2)). 
Sincef-f’ is nondegenerate we see that both the centre and derived group 
are equal to Z= ((0, z)l z E K), and since (x, z)” E 2 for all x and z it 
follows that E(f) is extraspecial. Furthermore, if p is odd then (x, z)~= 1 
for all x and z, so that E(f) has exponent p. In summary, E(f) z E” when 
p is odd and dim V= 2n. 
Suppose that V= ((x, v)] x, YE X>. In the case p = 2, let fD be the 
bilinear form defined by 
and similarly let fQ be the bilinear form with matrix (t y). It is easily 
checked that E(f,) E D and E(fQ) 2 Q. In the case when p is an odd prime 
let fE be the bilinear form with matrix (“, h), so that E(fE) g E. When 
.f =.fm.fQ~ orfE we write elements of the group E(f) as triples (x, y, z) of 
elements of F,. 
Recall that ifJ;: V,x ~/i-, K (for i= 1,2) are bilinear forms thenf, @f2 
defined by 
is a bilinear form on Vi 133 V,. With fD, fQ, and fE as above it can be seen 
that the bilinear forms @;= i fD, ( @;:,‘fD)@,fe, and @r=, fE act on 
2~-dimensional spaces and satisfy 
2D-T E((@;f+f+D’-‘Q, 
and 
The following well-known proposition can be used to determine the 
isomorphism type of E(f) in the case p = 2. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Letf: V x V -+ F, be a ~i~~~ear~rrn such thatf-f’ is 
nondege~erate. The ~l~rnent (x, z) E E(f) has order 1 or 2 if and on/Y if x E V 
satis~es f (x, x) = 0. The number of such x is 2”- ‘(2” + 1) if E(f) z D” and 
2”-*(2”- 1) ifE(f)‘Q. 
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If g E GL( V) satisfies f(xi g, x2 g) =f(x,, x2) for all xi, x2 E V then 
clearly (x, z) H (xg, z) is an automorphism of E(f). Thus, for any group G, 
a representation G + GL( V) which preserves f gives rise to an action of G 
on E( f ), enabling the construction of a semidirect product G IX E( f ). 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF EXTRASPECIAL GROUPS 
In this section we consider faithful irreducible representations of the 
groups E(f ), and forms they preserve. Parts of this exposition may be 
found in [S]. Suppose that p : E(f) --, GL( V’) is an absolutely irreducible 
representation, where v’ is a vector space over a field K’. Since the centre 
of E(f) has order p and must be faithfully represented by scalar transfor- 
mations, K’ must contain a primitive pth root of 1. Let E be such a root 
(so that E = - 1 if p = 2). 
We are primarily interested in the case when K’ is a finite field, of 
characteristic p’, say. Clearly p’#p. Assuming that K’ contains the 
necessary primitive pth root of 1, we may write down faithful absolutely 
irreducible representations pE, pD, and pp of E(f,), E(f,), and E(fe). We 
define pE by 
(4 y, z) I--+ 
‘0 1 0 0” 10 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 E 0 0 
. . . . 
. 
0 0 0 
4 0 
1 0 0 CPP2 0 




for all x, y, z E F,, and pD by 
for all x, y, z E F,. Note that if A is a matrix satisfying A* = ( ,’ T1) then 
( - l)(z) A” depends only on the parity of the integer x. So, abusing nota- 
tion somewhat, we define pe by 
(x,y,z)++(i !ay()l A)‘(-l)z+(;)+(r) forall x,y,z~F~, 
where a and j? are fixed elements of K’ such that CY* + p’= - 1. Finiteness 
of K’ guarantees that suitable a and fi always exist. 
Let p be one of pD, pa, or pE as defined above, where the p xp matrices 
over K’ are interpreted as right operators on the space V’ of p-component 
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row vectors over K’. We seek an automorphism v]’ of K’ (possibly the iden- 
tity) and a q’-sesquilinear form f' on I” that is preserved by p. In matrix 
terms we have f ‘(u, u) = uJ(rP’) for some matrix J, and p preserves f' if and 
only if XJ(A?‘) = J for all XE im p. We see that J intertwines the absolutely 
irreducible representations p and g++ (p(g)-‘)‘” and hence that J is 
uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple. 
Since EZE im p we have immediately that ~3’ = 1. Replacing K’ by k’(s), 
where k’ is the fixed field of r)‘, permits us to conclude that if p = 2 then n’ 
is the identity (since E = - 1 in this case) and if p is odd then n’ has order 
2 and inverts E. It is easily checked from the formulas above that pD preser- 
ves a symmetric bilinear form fd with matrix JD = (A y) and pe preserves 
an alternating bilinear form fd with matrix J, = (!r A). If p # 2 and K’ 
has an automorphism u’ inverting E, then pE preserves f& the standard 
$-Hermitian form (having matrix J= I). Note that if K’ = F,. where 
q’ = (p’)‘, then K’ has a primitive pth root of 1 and an automorphism 
inverting it, if and only if r is even and p divides (p’)“’ + 1. Given p and p’, 
this happens if and only if ord,(p’), the least k such that (P’)~ - 1 (modp), 
is even. 
We turn now to representations of the extraspecial groups D”, D"- lQ, 
and E”. If E, . . . E,, is a central product of its subgroups E,, . . . . E,, and 
pr, . . . . pIZ are absolutely irreducible representations of the Ei lying over 
the same one-dimensional representation of E,n ... nE,,, then 
P=PIQ . . . 0 p,! (defined by p(g) = p(g, ) 0 . . . 0 p( g,) whenever 
g=g, . ..g,, with gi E E;) is an absolutely irreducible representation of 
E, ... E,,. Furthermore, if pi preserves a form fi then the unique bilinear 
form f=fi@ ... Of,, which satisfies 
is preserved by p. Note that if each fi is nondegenerate then so is J: Thus 
the representation @y= i pD of D” preserves the symmetric bilinear form 
@y=, fd, the representation (a:;,’ pD) @ pp of D”- ‘Q preserves the 
alternating bilinear form ( @ :I=,‘&) @&, and (provided K’ has a suitable 
automorphism q’) the representation @y=, pE of En preserves the 
q’-Hermitian form @r= rf/. In each case the form is nondegenerate, and 
the degree of the representation is p”. 
The faithful absolutely irreducible representation of an extraspecial 
2-group over a field of odd characteristic p’ is unique up to equivalence, 
and we have shown that it may be realized over the prime field F,,. For 
odd p the extraspecial p-group E” has an absolutely irreducible representa- 
tion P(E) for each choice of E (the primitive pth root of l), and the p- 1 
possible choices of E yield inequivalent representations. These may all be 
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realized over K’= Fp,(fi) = F,,, where 4’ = (p’)’ is the least power of p’ 
such that p divides q’- 1. A p”-dimensional vector space over K’ is an 
rp”-dimensional vector space over F,. ; hence the K’-representation p(e) of 
E" becomes an BP,-representation p of degree rp”. The P-representation 
pKs obtained from p by field extension splits into the r algebraically con- 
jugate constituents P(E~), where E = E,, eZ, . . . . E, are the algebraic conjugates 
of E. It follows that p is irreducible. Note also that if p preserves a nonzero 
F,.-bilinear form then p must be equivalent to its contragredient 
p*: gt-tp(g--‘)’ (since the matrix of the form will intertwine p and p*), 
and since the absolutely irreducible constituents of p* are the p(~~~l) it 
follows that E-’ is an algebraic conjugate of E. So this can happen only 
when there is a field automorphism inverting E, in which case, as we have 
seen, there is an He~itian form over K’ preserved by p(e). 
In the inductive step of our construction of extraspecial towers we will 
embed a group G, which has a normal extraspecial p-subgroup E(f), into 
the automorphism group of an extraspecial @-group E(y), by means of a 
representation of G which preservesf We prefer to use a representation of 
G which is an extension of a faithful irreducible representation of E(f). 
However, since p- (p)’ must be nondegenerate, this is clearly impossible if 
E(f) z D” (when the faithful irreducible representation of E(f) preserves 
only a symmetric form) or if E(f) z E" and ord,(p’) is odd (when there is 
no form at all preserved by the irreducible representations of E(f)). In 
these cases we are forced to resort to non-irreducible representations, and 
use the direct sum of an absolutely irreducible representation fi of G and 
its contragredient. Observe that the equation 
holds for ail XE im c if and only if A and 13 are zero and B and C scalar 
multiples of I. Choosing B = 0 and C = I guarantees that the form f’ with 
matrix ($ ;f) has the property that f' - (f’ )’ is nondegenerate. 
4. EXTRASPECIAL GROUPS ACTING ON EXTRASPECIAL GROUPS 
Let V’ be a vector space over K’ = F,, and p: i?(f) -+ GL( Y’) a represen- 
tation. We wish to embed E(f) in the automorphism group of another 
extraspecial group. For this purpose we require a bilinear form 
V’x v’-+Fp., where p’ is the characteristic of K’, rather than an 
~‘-sesquilinear form v’ x Y -+ K’. 
If q’ = (p’)’ then the trace map T: XH~;:: xfp’)’ is a nonzero F,,-linear 
map K’ -+ F,,, and all other such maps are given by x t--t ?Jnx) for nonzero 
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elements A E K’. Note that if q’ is any automorphism of R’ then T(xq’) = 
T(x) for all x E K’. If f’ : V’ x Y + K’ is rj’-sesquilinear and 0 # 1 E K’ then 
j’=J; defined by 
3(X> Y) = mf’k Y)) 
is an F,.-bilinear form V’ x I/’ + F,,. Since we wish to form a group 43) 
we will require j\- (f)’ to be nondegenerate. Three cases will arise, as 
follows: 
(1) p is an absolutely irreducible representation of E(f) z D”- ‘Q 
preserving the alternating form f’; 
(2) either E(f) E D” or E(f) z En and ord, (p’) is odd, and p is the 
sum of an absolutely irreducible representation and its contragredient; 
(3) p is odd and ord,(p’) is even, and p is absolutely irreducible and 
preserves the Hermitian form f’. 
In the first two of these cases q’ = 1, while in the third it has order 2. 
We define G(f) to be the group of all K-linear transformations of V 
which preserve t 
G(3) = {g E GL( V’) I p(x, g, x,g) =3(x,, x2) for all x1, x2 E V’]. 
It is straightforward to prove that G(f) = G(f’), the group of all 
g E GL( Y’) which preserve j-‘. 
Case 1. Suppose that p’ is odd and r = 1, so that K’ = F,,, and f’ is a 
nondegenerate alternating form. We simply choose A = 1, giving f=f, and 
E(f) z F. The group G(f’) is isomorphic to Sp(2n, p’). 
Case 2. Suppose that V’ r W* @ W, where W* is the dual space of W, 
and that f' is defined by 
f’((@, xh (89 Y)) = XP 
for all x, y E W and CI, /? E W*. Thus f' is bilinear and has matrix (y 00) 
relative to a basis comprising a basis of W and the corresponding dual 
basis of W*. Putting A= 1 gives 
(P-(3Y)(w)= T(f'- (f'YNJc, VI) 
and since f’ - (f’)’ is nondegenerate it follows (by an argument similar to 
one used in the proof of 4.2 below) that 3- (3)’ is also nondegenerate. It 
is easily checked that 
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if and only if B = C = 0 and D = (A -l)‘, so that Wand W* are both G(f’)- 
invariant, and G(f’) r GL( W). 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Ifn=(1/2)rdim V’ (where r= [K’:F,.]) then 
if p’ is odd, 
if pl=2. 
Proof: In the odd case the result is immediate, since E(p) has exponent 
p’ and the dimension of V’ as a vector space over F,, is 2n. In the case 
p’ = 2 all that remains is to count the number of v E I” such that p(u, u) = 0. 
Now if u= (LY, x) (where XE W and ME W*) then 3(u, u)= 7(x0!). This is 
zero whenever x = 0, and for x # 0 it is zero for exactly half of the possible 
values of a. Since ( WI = 1 W* I= 2” this gives the total number of such u as 
2” + (2” - 1) 2”- ‘. Since this equals 2”- ‘(2’ + 1) the desired conclusion 
follows from Proposition 2.1. 
Case 3. Suppose that q’ is an automorphism of K’ of order 2, and f' 
is q’-Hermitian and nondegenerate. Thus, G(f ‘) is a unitary group. We 
choose any A such that A- 1”’ # 0. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. The bilinear form jA - (IA)’ is nondegenerate, and 
if p’ is odd, 
if pl=2, 
where 2s=r= [K’: Fp,] and d=dim I”. 
ProoJ For x, y E V’ we have 
t3- tf)‘)(x, v) = Wf ‘(x9 Y)) - Wf ‘( y, x)) 
= %V-‘f’(x, v)) - W’?-‘( Y, xl”‘) 
= W$-‘(x, Y)) - W’%G Y)) 
= T((1- lq’) f ‘(x, y)). 
Suppose that y is such that this is zero for all x. The image of the map 
x H (A - I”‘)f(x, y) is a K’-subspace of K’, and not equal to K’ since it is 
contained in the kernel of T. So it must be zero, and we conclude that 
f’(x, y) = 0 for all x. Since f’ is nondegenerate, y = 0. Hence fA - (3J’ is 
nondegenerate. 
We need the following simple proposition, which will also be used in 
Section 6. 
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4.3. PROPOSITION. Let k’ = {a E K’I aq’ = a}. Then there is a nonzero 
t,EK’ such that k’t,=C= {aEK’Ia”‘= -a}. Furthermore, if O#tEK 
then k’t is contained in ker T if and only if k’t = C. 
Proof: Observe that a I-+ a”’ + a is a nonzero k/-linear map from K’ to 
k’. Since the dimension of K’ over k’ is 2, its kernel C is a l-dimensional 
subspace, and hence equals k’t, for some to E K’. Clearly Cs ker T. If 
k’t # k’t, then K’ = k’t, @ k’t, which precludes k’t c ker T since T is not the 
zero map. 
It is easily proved (cf. [6, p. 2351) that v’ has a r-basis which is 
orthonormal relative to f’, so that f’ can be written as the direct sum 
of d copies of the form (x, y) H xy”’ on the one-dimensional space K’. 
Correspondingly, fA is the direct sum of d copies of &,: (x, y) I--+ T(lxy”‘). 
Thus E(fA) z E(jb)d. 
If p’ is odd then E(jb) g E”, since the dimension of K’ over F,, is 2s. 
When p’= 2 our task is to count the number of XEK’ such that 
T(Axxq’) = 0. Since A# AV’ = -A”‘, Proposition 4.3 shows that k’l @ ker T. 
Note that xx”’ E k’ for all x E K’. Now xx”‘= 0 if and only if x = 0, while 
xx”’ = y has 2” + 1 solutions whenever 0 # y E k’. Since y H T(Ay) is a 
nonzero F,-linear map k’ + F,, its kernel must have 2”+’ - 1 nonzero 
elements. Hence there are (2”- ’ - 1)(2” + 1) nonzero x E K’ such that 
T(Izxxq’) = 0. Therefore the total number of solutions of T(~xx~‘) = 0 is 
1+(2”-‘-1)(2”+1)=2”-‘(2”-1) 
and by Proposition 2.1 it follows that E(jb) g D”-‘Q. 
Note that since DD = QQ it follows that 
(D”- ‘Q)ds Dds 
if d is even, 
Dds- ‘Q if d is odd, 
completing the proof of 4.2. 
5. CONSTRUCTING THE FACTOR SET 
Let V be a vector space over a field K of characteristic p, and let 
f: Vx V+ F, be a F,-bilinear map such that f-f’ is nondegenerate. (The 
f of this section corresponds to the’f of the previous section.) Let the 
dimension of V over F, be 2n. 
Let V’ be a p”-dimensional vector space over a field K’ of characteristic 
p’, and let p: E(f) + GL( v’) be an absolutely irreducible representation. In 
this section we will extend p to a projective representation of G(f) K E(f) 
and calculate the factor set involved. In the next section we will show that 
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the factor set splits (at least in the cases that concern us), so that p extends 
to a representation of G(f) K E(f). Furthermore, we will show that if p 
preserves a form f’ on V’ then the extension of p also preserves f’. 
Observe that x H p(x, 0) is a projective representation of the additive 
group of V, since for all x, y E V, 
Ph 0) P(YY 0) = Ax +Y,f(xv Y)) 
= P(O?fk Y)) P(X +Y, 0) 
= &f(x3Y)p(X + y, O), 
where E E K’ is a primitive pth root of 1. Since p is absolutely irreducible, 
so too is this projective representation. 
To minimize the use of superscripts, we define exp(t) = a’. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let G be any group and let pi: G + GL( Vi) (for i = 1,2) be 
projective representations with the same factor set ~1. If a: V, + V, is an 
arbitrary linear map, then 
s= c PI(Y)%(Y)-’ 
Y~G 
satisfies 
p1 (x) s = sp,(x) for all x E G. 
Proox We have 
Pl(x)s= 1 ~(x~Ybl(xYbP,(Y)r’ 
v E G 
(as d-4 p1 (Y) = 44 Y) P~XY)) 
=.“FG PlbY) w*bYr’ P*(X) 
(as P&Y)-’ ~~64 =4x, Y) P,(Y)-‘) 
= w,(x). 
Observe that if g E G(f) then x H p(xg, 0) is also a projective represen- 
tation of the additive group of V, and it has the same factor set as 
x H p(x, 0). Following Ward [8] we define 
Sk) = I VI -’ c P(Y, 0) P(Y& O)- l, 
YE v 
so that (by. Lemma 5.1) s(g) intertwines these projective representations. 
Since they are irreducible it follows from Schur’s Lemma that s(g) is either 
zero or invertible. As p( yg, 0)-r = exp(f (y, y)) p( -yg, 0) we find that 
s(g)= I VI -’ C ev(f(wV -dN P(YU -d, 0). ($1 
“E v 
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If F is a bilinear form on V then given a subspace W of V we define 
WF= {YE VlF(x,y)=O forall XE W> 
and 
For each g E GL( V) we define K(g) and Z(g) to be (respectively) the kernel 
and image of 1 -g. 
5.2. LEMMA. Suppose that g E GL( V) preserves the bilinear form F. Then 
K(g) is contained in both ‘i(g) and Z(g)“. Furthermore, if F is nondegenerate 
then FZ(g)=Z(g)F=K(g). 
Proof: Let x E K(g). If v E V then 
F(u(l -g), xl = Ftv, xl - F(w, x) 
= Ftw, xg) - F(ug, x) (since g preserves F) 
= F(vg, xg-x) 
=o (since xg - x = -x( 1 - g) = 0). 
Thus F(y,x)=O for all yEZ(g), so that xEZ(g)F. So K(g)sZ(g)F. If Fis 
nondegenerate then 
dimZ(g)F=dim V-dimZ(g)=dimK(g), 
and we deduce that Z(g)” = K(g). 
The corresponding facts concerning FZ(g) can be proved by similar 
arguments. 
Let x, y E Z(g). If U, U’ E V are such that x = u( 1 -g) = u’( 1 -g) then 
u’ = u + v with v E K(g), and by 5.2 we have 
f (U’? Y) =f (U> Y) +f (VT Y) =f (UT Y). 
Hence, following Wall [7], we may define f, on Z(g) x Z(g) by 
f,GG Y) =f (4 Y) for all u such that x = u( 1 -g). (t) 
Clearly f, is F,-bilinear. Note, furthermore, that if y = u( 1 -g) then 
fgk Y) =f (4 lJ - vg) =f (K VI -f (u, ug) 
=f (w, WI -f (4 WI = -f (XT WI =f (4 y - VI. ($1 
If yE V then f(y,y(l -g))=fg(y(l -g), ~(1 -g)), and we can rewrite 
the formula ($) above as 
s(g)= IZk)l-’ 1 ewtf,(x, xl) ~(4 0). 
xeI(g) 
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5.3. PROPOSITION. For each g E G(f) the transformation s(g) is invertible. 
Proof Since p is absolutely irreducible its enveloping algebra (the 
linear span of the set (p(x, z) 1 x E V, z E F,}) is the p*“-dimensional space 
of all linear transformations of V’. As p(x, z) is a scalar multiple of p(x, 0) 
it follows that the p*” transformations p(x, 0) must be linearly independent. 
It now follows immediately from our expression for s(g) that s(g) # 0, and 
therefore (by Schur’s Lemma) that s(g) is invertible. 
5.4. THEOREM. With the notation as above 
g(x, z) I-+ Sk) PC% z) 
defines a projective representation of G(f) K E(f ). Furthermore, if g, 
h E G(f) then s(g) s(h) = a( g, h) s( gh), where 
ok h) = I Z(g)1 -’ I4h)l -’ I W)l C exp(y,h(x, 4) 
XPl(g)nl(h-‘) 
the F,-bilinear form yg,h on Z(g) n Z(h-‘) being given by 
Y&h c”> v) =fgh v, -fh-I (u, v). 
Proof For each g E G(f) we have s(g)-’ p(x, z) s(g) = p(xg, z) for all 
x E V and z E F,, and it follows that if g, h E G(f) then 
s(WIS(g)-l~(x,z)s(g)s(h)=S(gh)-l~(x,z)s(gh) 
for all x and z. By Schur’s Lemma s(g) s(h) = a( g, h) s(gh) for some scalar 
ok hi 
Multiplying the expressions for s(g) and s(h) we find that s(g) s(h) is the 
sum of all terms 
for x E Z(g) and y E Z(h). The coefficient of ~(0, 0) in s(g) s(h) is therefore 
IZk)l-l IWI-’ c exp(f,(x, X) +fh(-XV -X)+f(X, -X)). 
x E I(g) n I(h) 
If x=u(l-h) then x=(-uh)(l-h-l). Hence Z(h)=Z(h-‘), and 
furthermore, 
fh-l(X,X)=f(-Uh,X)=f(x-#,X)=f(X,X)-f/,(X,X). 
Thus the coefficient obtained above can be written as 
481/151/l-17 
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Since this must equal the coefficient of ~(0, 0) in a( g, h) s(gh), which is 
a( g, h) ] Z( gh)] -‘, the result follows. 
To show that p extends to a representation of G(J) K E(f), rather than 
merely a projective representation, it is necessary to find for each ge G(S) 
a nonzero p(g) E K’ such that a( g, h) = p(g) p(h) h( g/r)-‘, so that defining 
s’(g) = p(g) ~- ’ s(g) leads to s’(g) s’(h) = s’( gh). Our next two theorems will 
be used later in the proof that such a function h exists. 
5.5. THEOREM. 
I(g)nl(h-‘) is 
The radical of the quadratic form x u Y*,~(x, x) on 
Proof. Let y = Y~,~. The radical of the quadratic form consists of those 
x such that y(x + y, x + y) = y(y, y) for all y, or, equivalently, those x such 
that rfx, x) = 0 and (y + y’)(x, y) = 0 for all y. 
If XER~,~ (defined as above) then &(x,y)=&~(x, y) (by (t)) and 
fg(v, x) =h (Y, x) (by ($)I f or all y E Z(g) n Z(h-‘), and it follows that x 
is in the radical. Conversely, let x = u( 1 -g) = w( 1 -h-l) be an element of 
the radical. Let y be an arbitrary element of Z(g) n Z(h-‘). By (7) we have 
~(x,~)=f(u,~)-f(w,~)=f(u-w,y), while by ($1 
Y’(X3 Y) = Y(YT x) 
=f(Y~x-U)-f(Y,x-w) 
=f( y, w  - u). 
Thus (f-f’f(u- w,y)= (y +~‘)(x,y)=O, and this holds for all 
y f Z(g) n Z(h- ‘). Since F= f -f’ is nondegenerate and preserved by g and 
h it follows from 5.2 that 
Hence U-W = uo- w. for some uOc K(g) and WOE K(h-‘). Putting 
~‘=a---uo=w-woweseethatx=u’(l-g)=u’(l-h-l). Hence~ER~,~. 
Theorem 5.5 will be used to compute an expression for a(g, h), and the 
following theorem will be used to split rr, 
5.6. THEOREM. If g, h E G(f) then 
dim~(Z(g)nZ(h-‘))+dirn~R~,~= i(g)+ i(h)- i(gh), 
where we have added i(k) = dim, Z(k) for all k E G( f  ). 
Proof. Note that elements of G(f) are K-linear transformations, so that 
all’ the spaces involved in the theorem statement are indeed K-subspaces of 
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f’. It suffices, however, to prove the corresponding statement for FP-dimen- 
sions, since the desired conclusion will then follow by dividing by [K: Fp]. 
Recall that dim V= Ztz. Since F=f-f’ is nondegenerate we have 





by Lemma 5.2. By Theorem 5.5 we have Rg,h = K(gh)( 1 -g); however, it is 
easily shown that ker( 1-g) n K(gh) = K(g) n K(‘(h- ’ ). and therefore 
dim RLB = dim kljgk) - dimfrc’fg) n Kfk-I)) 
=2n-i{g~)-dim(lYfg)nX(h-‘)), 
Clearly ilk-‘)= i(h); so adding our formulas for dim(~(g)~~(~-~)) and 
dim Rg,h gives the required result. 
Suppose now that p preserves a nonzero q’-sesquilinear form, q’ being an 
automorphism of K’ which inverts E. For simplicity we regard p as a matrix 
representation, and we let J be the matrix of the form. Then J is non- 
singular (since p is absolutely irreducible) and 
J-*&Y, 0) J= MY, W’l-’ 
for alI YE V. From the definition of s(g) it follows that 
J-‘sfg)J== t VI -I c (J-‘PRY, Qt JW’g&g, W-’ Jl 
y E v 
= I u--1 c MY.5 0) P(Y, 01-Y 
J’E v 
= Iry c p(x,O)p(xg-‘,o)-’ Irl 
( XE v )+ 
=.J(g-“~)‘~‘. 
Hence the following theorem holds. 
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and p(g) = p(g-I)“’ for all g, h E G(f) then s’(g) = p(g)-’ s(g) defines an 
extension of p which preserves any r$-sesquilinear form preserved by p. 
6. SPLITTING THE FACTOR SET 
Let f and V be as in the previous section; our aim is to find a 
function p such that o(g, h) =p(g) p(h) p(gh)-’ and p(g) = p(g-I)“’ for 
all g, h E G(f ). We treat three separate cases, corresponding to the three 
cases in Section 4: 
(1) p is odd, K=F,, and f'= -f; 
(2) V= W* @ W where W is a vector space over K of F,-dimension 
n, and f is defined by 
f((4 x)3 uAY))= WP) for all x, y E W and 4 BE w*, 
where T: K + F, is the trace map; 
(3) K has an automorphism q of order 2 and f =fn is given by 
f(u,u)= TW(u, ~1) for all U, v E V, 
where F: Vx I’+ K is a q-Hermitian form, T: K + F, is the trace map, and 
1 is some fixed element of K with A# 1”. 
Investigating the second of these cases first, assume the hypotheses (2) 
above, and let 1 K I= q. We identify W* and W with subspaces W, and W, 
of V in the obvious fashion, so that elements of V have the form v, + v2 
with v, E W, = W* and v2 E W, = W. We showed in Section 4 that W and 
W* are both G(f )-invariant, and it follows readily that 
&?)=Z,(g)OZ*k) for all g E G( f ), 
where I, (g) = Z(g) n W, and Zz (g) = Z(g) n W,. Furthermore, if g, 
h E G(f) then 
and it follows that 
c ew(y,, (x9 4) 
xsI(g)nI(h-‘) 
= C C exp(yg,,(x, +x2, x1 +x2)), 
XlEIl X2EI2 
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where yg,h is as defined in Theorem 5.4 and Zi = Zi( g) n Zi(h- ‘) for each i. 
(In view of the formula for a(g, h) in Theorem 5.4, our task is to evaluate 
this sum.) 
6.1. THEOREM. Assume the conditions of the above preamble, and define 
j(g) = dim(Z(g) n W) for all g E G(f). Then the function p defined on G(f) 
by p(g) = q -jCg) splits the factor set o and satisfies p(g) = p(g-‘)“’ for all 
sEG(f). 
Proof. Since the map (x, p) H x/I from W x W* to K is nondegenerate 
and G(f )-invariant, reasoning parallel to that used to prove Lemma 5.2 
shows that for all g E G( f ), 
(W*(l-g))*= Wnker(l-g) 
(where ( W*( 1 -g))’ is defined as the set of all v E W which are annihilated 
by all /I E W*( 1 -g) = I, (g)). Observe that, as a consequence, I, (g) and 
L;,(f) have the same dimension. Note also that if g and h are both in G(f) 
(Z1(g)nZ,(h-‘))‘=(W,nker(l-g))+(W,nker(l-h-l)). 
Let xiEZi(g)nZi(hk’) (for i= 1,2), and let ur, VIE W, and u2, V*E W, 
with xi=ui(l-g)=v,(l-h-l) for each i. We find that 
Yg,h(X1+X2,X1+X2)=fg(X1+X2,X1+X2)-fh-1(X1+X2,X1+X2) 
=f (u1+ u2, Xl + 4-f (01 + v2, x1 + XJ 
= T((u2 - 02) xl). 
If u2 - v2 4 (Zr (g) n I, (h-l))’ then T((u, - v2)(xI)) assumes all values 
equally often as x1 varies over all elements of I, (g) n I, (h - ’ ), and since 
C$‘:,’ E’ = 0 it follows that 
c expVW2 - v )(x1 1)) =0. xlEh(g)nJlw’) 
If u2-v2E(Zl(g)nZl(h-1))1 then clearly this sum is IZI(g)nZ,(h-‘)I. 
Now u2- v2e (Z,(g)nZ,(h-I))’ if and only if u2- u2= u’+ u’ with 
u’ E W, n ker(1 -g) and v’ E W, n ker( 1 -h-l), and (as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.5) this happens if and only if x2 = z( 1 -g) = z( 1 - h-l) for some 
z E W,. Furthermore, if R, is the set of all such x2 then we find, as in 
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c CYg,h(X1+x2tx1+x2)= IZ,(g)nZ,(h-‘)I lR21 
.q x, 
= q”R’q”‘h’q~~~-“‘gh’ 
so that Theorem 5.4 gives 
a(g, h)= IZ(g)l -I qj(4) ]Z(h)l -I qj(h) [Z(gh)l q-j(g*). 
Since dim Z(g) = 2j(g) (and likewise for h and g/z) it follows that ~1 splits 
CT. The other assertion is trivial, since j(g) =j( g -- ’ ) and q is fixed by all 
automo~hisms of kl’. 
We investigate the third case next. As in the case just considered the 
main task is to evaluate the sum C Y~,~(x, x) over x~Z(g) nZ(h-I). Note 
that since K has a nontrivial involutory automorphism its order is a 
square: 1 ty[ = q2, where q is the order of the fixed field of g. 
Reasoning as in Section 5, but using the q-Hermitian form Fin place of 
the bilinear form f, we see that there is a well defined r]-sesquilinear form 
F8,h on Z(g)nZ(h-‘) such that 
F,,h(x,y)=F(u-v,y)=F(x, -z&+u’h-‘)=F(x,u’-u’) 
whenever x=u(l -g)=u(l -h-l) and y=u’(l -g)=v’(l -h-l). Since I; 
is Hermitian we see that 
F,,~,(Y,x)=~Y, v--l= -Mu-u,y)Y= -(Z&(x,y))” 
so that F,,, is skew-~ermitian. Moreover, an argument similar to that used 
in the proof of Theorem 5.5 shows that Rg,h (as defined in 5.5) is the radical 
of Fg,,,. 
6.2. LEMMA. Let U be a d-dimensional vector space over the field K, and 
( , ) a nondegenerate skew-Hermitian form on U. Then there exists a basis 
Ul> u2, “‘, ud of U such that 
t”i, uj) = 
i 
0 if i#j 
zi if i=j, 
where the elements zi E K satisfy .zy = - zi # 0. 
Proof: See [6, p. 2351. 
Define k= (aEK/ a” = a], and recall that 1 is an element of K such that 
2 4 k. If. .a satisfies 9 = -z # 0 then (;Iz)” # -&, and by Proposition 4.3 it 
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foliows that k2.z G ker T. Now if 0 #a E K then 0 # aa” E k, each nonzero 
element of k occurring exactly q + 1 times. Hence 
aFK exp(T(aa”Az)) = 1 + (q + 1) x exp( T(alLz)) 
O#oek 





since C E’=O . 
i=o > 
Let d=dim(Z(g) ~Z(h-~)/R~,~). By Lemma 6.2 we can choose elements 
aIt u2, . . . . ~~~Z(g)~Z(~~‘~ such that 
f-g,,(% ajf = i 
0 (i Z.8 
Zi (i=j) 
and each element of Z(g) nZ(h-‘) is uniquely expressible in the form 
(CL 1 a,~,) + u with USE K and u E R,,,. This gives 
t: exW(yg,& -4)) 
rEr(g)nr(h--‘) 
= c ew(TWg,h(x~ 4)) 
XE r(g)n I(rr’) 
=,,; h ozK--- 1 exp(Tfl(a,a:z,+a2a~z2+ .I- +wkJ)) 
a&K 
=iR:,i fi (c exp( T(uu~~zj)) . 
i=l aeK ) 
This in turn is equal to 
(q2)dim Rg.h (-q)~=(-q)~d~“‘%lr+~ 
=(-cl) i(g)+i(h)- i(gh) (where i(g) = dim Z(g)) 
by 5.6, since 2dim Rg,h + d= dim R,, + dim(Z(g) n Z(h-I)). 
The above calculations and Theorem 5.4 immediately yield the following 
theorem: 
6.3. THEOREM. In the situation above the function ,u defined on G(f) by 
,u(g) = (- q)‘!g’ splits the factor set CT and satisfies p(g) = @(g-l)?’ for all 
sEG(f). 
We have now dealt with the third of our three cases, so that only the first 
is left. Assume, therefore, that p is an odd prime, K= F,, and f is a 
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nondegenerate alternating form on V. For each ge G(f) we define 
6, = X(det M), where A4 is the matrix of the form f, (relative to any basis 
of Z(g)) and x(t) is 1 if t is a square, - 1 otherwise. It is easily seen that 
6, is well-defined as changing basis multiplies the determinant of the matrix 
of a form by a nonzero square. 
Let g, h E G(f), and assume first of all that 1 - gh is invertible. Since 
K(g)nK(k’)sK(gh)= (0) we may choose a basis r1,u2,...,u2,, of V 
such that ul, u2, . . . . u, is a basis of K(g) and u,, , , u,+~, . . . . vzn is a basis of 
K(h-‘), for some r, s with 0 d r <s < 2n. We identify endomorphisms of V 
with their matrices relative to this basis. The division of the basis into three 
parts (the first r terms, the next s - r, and the remaining 2n -s) results in 
a corresponding partitioning of the matrices. Let j be the matrix off: 
Since the first part of the basis is in the kernel of 1 -g we see that 1 -g 
has the form 
0 0 0 
i 1 
* * * ) 
* * * 




l-h-‘= g h 0 j-l, ( ) 0 0 0 
and therefore 
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Note that Z(g) consists of all vectors of the form (0, *, *)j-’ and Z(h-‘) 
of all vectors of the form (*, *, O)j-‘. We have 
f,((O, x, y)j-‘, (0, z, w)j-‘1 =f (0, x, Y) 0 a b ( (1 1 0). (O,z,w,i-‘) 
=(O,x,y)(A : irj( -j-‘(1.)). 
In effect, the matrix of f, is - (z 5;) - ’ = (:I 5;:) (say), and 6, is 1 if the 
determinant of this is a square, - 1 if not. Furthermore, a’ is the matrix of 
the restriction off, to Z(g) n I(&‘). 
Likewise, fh-, has matrix -(I {)-’ = ($ {I), and its restriction to 
Z(g) n Z(h- ‘) has matrix h’. Thus a’ - h’ is the matrix of JJ~,~. 
The form yg,h is symmetric (and therefore the matrix a’--& is 
symmetric) sinceifx=u(l-g)=u(l-h-l) then ($)and (t)yield 
Yg,hh xl =f (YP (x - u) - (x- 0)) =f (Y? 0 - u) 
=f (u - “7 Y) = Yg,h(% Yh 
Since the characteristic of K is odd the radical of the bilinear form yg,h is 
the same as the radical of the quadratic form x H Y~,~(x, x), which is 
@erW’ -d)U -d = PI ( in view of our assumption that 1 -gh is 
invertible). It is easily shown (cf. Lemma 6.2) that there is a basis for 
Z(g)nZ(h-‘) relative to which the matrix of yg,h is diagonal, with 
(nonzero) entries zi, z2, . . . . zd say. It follows that 
c ev Y~,~(x, xl = fi 1 exp(z,a’). 
xs I(g)n I(h-‘) i=l acFp 
The following result is standard (cf. [9, Lemma 2.11). 
6.4. PROPOSITION. For O#zeFp define fJ(z)=~,,,exp(zu*), and let 
8 = e( 1). Then O(z) = x(z) 0, and O2 = x( - 1) p. Furthermore, if K’ has an 
automorphism q’ inverting E (the primitive p th root of 1) then 0”’ = x( - 1) 8. 
It follows from 6.4 that 
c exp Y~,~(x, x) = BdX(det(u’- h’)), 
.xsI(g)nZ(h-‘) 
where d = dim(Z(g) n Z(hk’)). Since the radical of yg,h is zero, Theorem 5.6 
yields d = i(g) + i(h) - i( gh). 
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Since 1 -gh is invertible the bilinear form fgh has matrix (1 -gh)-’ j, 
and since det h = 1 it follows that 
ligh=X(det(h-’ -g)j)=x (det (:I $ 5)). 
Observe that 
(i 3 ij( ;; 5 ~)(~ ” ~)=(~ af:h. !) 
so that X(det(a’- h’)) = 6,6,-i 6,,(;y( - 1))2n-ifh-1f. Note also that if 
x=u(l -h) then 
fh(YtX)=f(Y, -ah)= -f(-uh,y)= -&(x,y), 
showing that fj,-~ = -fk, and hence that 6,-l =x( - I)“*) ~5~. Thus we have 
shown that 
c exp Y~,~(x, x) = Oi(g)+i(hJ --i(gh)Sg 6, agh, 
.ufI(g)nI(h-‘) 
and using Theorem 5.4 we deduce that 
II(g)/ II(h)/ II(gh o(g, h)=6’(g)+i(*)-i(gh)SgShSigh. 
We can now conclude this section by proving the following theorem. 
6.5. THEOREM. If f is a n~ndegerate alternating form Yx V + F,, where 
p is an odd prime, then the function ~1 dsfined on G(f) by p(g) = 
I I(g)/ -’ eicg)dp splits the factor set (r. furthermore, if K’ has an 
automorphism q’ inverting E then p(g) = p( g - * )“’ for all g E G( f )- 
Proof: Define a factor set CT’ on G = G(f) by 
a’& h)=Ag)-’ Ah)-’ dgh) a(g, h). 
Our aim is to prove that o’(g, h) = 1 for all g and h, and our calculations 
above have established this whenever (1 -gh) is invertible. It is true 
whenever h= 1, for then p(h)= 1; and so cr’(g, l)=a(g, l)=l. Let us 
check also that it also holds whenever h = g - ‘. 
Since the form Y~,~- i is zero and I(g) = I(g- I), Theorem 5.4 gives 
o(g,g-‘)= II(g)/-‘. It is clear that p(l)= 1, and 
~(g)~(g-1)=lI(g)~-2e2”g’6g6g..r=~I(g)~-’ 
in view of the formulas for 6,-z and 8*. Hence a’(g, g- ‘) = 1. 
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Suppose now that q9 is any projective representation with factor set 0’. 
Then $(l) is the identity (since ~‘(l, l)=l), and +(g)$(g-‘)=$(l) since 
o’(g, g-i) = 1. Similarly, we have $(g) $(h) = $(gh) whenever 1 - gh is 
invertible. Writing g, =g-’ and g, =gh this gives $(g,) t&gJ = t&g1 g2) 
whenever 1 -g, is invertible. An obvious induction yields the same result 
whenever g, is a product of elements g with 1 -g invertible. Since it 
is easily shown that the set of all such elements generates the whole 
symplectic group G, we conclude that C+ = 1. 
Finally, observe that 
p(g-‘)“‘= II(g)/ (W)~‘bg-, 
as required. 
= (I(g)1 (x(- 1) B)i(g) x( - l)i(K) 6, = p(g) 
7. TOWERS OF EXTRASPECIAL GROUPS 
Suppose that V is a 2n-dimensional vector space over the field K= F, of 
characteristic p. Let q be an automorphism of K satisfying Q+’ = 1 and let f 
be a q-sesquilinear form on V. More precisely, suppose that one of the 
following holds: 
(1) d is the identity, S is alternating, and p # 2, or 
(2) q is the identity, V= W*@ W, and f is the bilinear form defined 
by f(h 4, (B, Y)) = 4% or 
(3) q is nontrivial and f is q-Hermitian. 
Define the F,-bilinear form p=j, by Ax, y) = T(&x, y)), where 
T: K --) F, is the trace map and where I satisfies A” #a in case (3) and 
1= 1 in cases (1) and (2). Then p-p’ is nondegenerate and so E(r) is an 
extraspecial group of order p2”+ I whose isomorphism type may be 
determined by 4.1 and 4.2. 
Let p: E(p) + GL( W) b e a faithful absolutely irreducible representation, 
where W is a vector space over a field K’ of characteristic p’ fp. By the 
results of Sections 5 and 6 we know that 0 extends to a representation p 
of G(f) K E(f). If E(f) z D” or if p is odd and ord,(p’) is odd we define 
p to be the sum of 6 and p* (the contragredient of p), otherwise we define 
p =p. In the former case we define a bilinear form f’ on V’= W* 0 W 
as in Case 2 of Section 4, and note that p* @p is a representation of 
G(f) PC E(f) extending p and preserving f ‘. In the latter case we know by 
the results of Section 3 that p preserves some $-sesquilinear form f’, and 
by the results of Sections 5 and 6 that the. extension of p also preserves f’. 
Thus in either case we have an embedding G(3) K E(3) 4 G(f ‘). 
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Let fi =f and let fi =p be defined in the same way, but with f’ replacing 
f: Since G(f,) = G(f’) we have an embedding 
giving rise to the group 
contained in G(f2) K E(f,). Continuing this process, we may construct the 
iterated split extension 
WI-,) K W-I) K E(f2) K . . .K E(fd (*) 
One group of this form may be constructed as follows. Let fi be a non- 
degenerate alternating form on a 2+dimensional vector space over F,. By 
4.1, E(fi) z En1 where E is an extraspecial group of order 27 and exponent 
3. There is a faithful irreducible representation of E(fi) of degree ni+ 1 = 3”l 
over F,, which preserves a nondegenerate Hermitian form fi+ r . By 4.2, 
E(fi+,)zQn’+’ and there is a nit2 = 2”‘+‘-dimensional representation of 
E(fi+ r) over F, that preserves a nondegenerate bilinear form fi+ *, which 
is alternating as ni+ , is odd. This is similar to the situation first considered 
except that J. and ni are replaced by A+ 2 and ni+ J2. If fi is an alternating 
form on a two-dimensional vector space over F3, then G(f,) z Sp,(F,) and 
we may therefore construct an iterated split extension of the form 
In Section 1 we alluded to an extraspecial tower having GL,(F3) as a 
quotient. Since Sp2(F3)zz SL,(F,), we seek an extension of the above 
extraspecial tower by a cyclic group of order 2. The construction of the 
larger extraspecial towers requires two steps. If G is a larger finite extra- 
special tower, such as S3 or GL,(F,), then we construct GK E where E 
is either an extraspecial 2-group, or an extraspecial 3-group of the 
appropriate size. 
First suppose that G is one such larger extraspecial tower with a normal 
extraspecial 2-subgroup E(f) z Q’ where f is an rl-Hermitian form defined 
on an n-dimensional vector space Vr E(f)/Z(E(f)) over F,. Suppose 
additionally that every g E G induces an tx( g)-semilinear transformation g of 
V such that 
t-(x&T Yi!) =f(x, yPg’ for all x, y E V, 
where LX(~) = rl if g $ G’ and or(g) = 1 otherwise. (This is the case, for 
example, if G = GL2 (F3).) If g 4 G’, then g does not preserve f (or even j;); 
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however, it does preserve the quadratic form V-r F, defined by 
x t-+fA (x, x) =f(x, x). If p : Qn + GL,.(F,) is an irreducible representation 
that preserves an alternating form f’, then by [4, Theorem 73 there is a 
representation fi extending p that preservesf’ up to a sign. Hence we may 
construct the split extension G K E(f’). 
For the second inductive step, suppose that G is an extraspecial tower 
with a normal extraspecial 3-group E(f) z E” defined by an alternating 
form f on a 2n-dimensional vector space V over F,. Suppose additionally 
that each g E G induces a linear transformation g of V such that 
f(xC xi?) = a(g)“04 Y) for all x, y E V, 
where a(g) = - 1 if g 4 G’ and a(g) = 1 otherwise. An irreducible repre- 
sentation p : E(f) --) GL,, (F4) necessarily preserves some q’-Hermitian 
form f’, and by Section 6, there is an extension p of p to G’ which also 
preserves f’. Since every g$ G’ inverts Z(E(f)), the representation 
pCg): h ti p(g-‘hg) of G’ is equivalent to the representation p”‘: h H p(h)“‘. 
In this situation it is possible to extend $ to a crossed representation of G. 
(Recall that Q: G -+ GL,(F) is a crossed representation if a(gh) = 
a( gp’ o(h) for all g, h E G where ct: G + Aut(F) is a homomorphism.) 
This crossed representation may be viewed as a representation 
G -+ GL,. 3n(F,), and so we may construct the split extension G K E(f’). 
This justifies the existence of the larger extraspecial towers. These extra- 
special towers have the property that each of their normal subgroups are 
terms of their derived series. Furthermore, some extraspecial towers 
provide examples of “small” soluble groups with “large” derived lengths 
(see [3]) such as 
GL,(F,)KEK Q’K E” 
which has order 21’313 and derived length 10. 
The extraspecial towers discussed above were constructed using 
alternating and Hermitian forms, one after the other in succession. There 
are many other possibilities of course. For example, each fi could be a 
Hermitian form acting on an nrdimensional vector space over FP; where pi 
is an odd prime. Provided pil(pi+ i + 1) for each i, we may construct the 
extraspecial tower (* ) in which n,, , =py. 
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